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of different European countries increased (as 
well as with producers from North America); 
fi lm training, support for script writing, ani-
mation workshops and fi lm festivals received 
a big boost. But the figures are still low. In 
fact, this policy works on a dual strategy: on 
one side it wants to counteract the overwhelm-
ing presence of Hollywood, while on the 
other it wants to transcend the confi nement 
of national film politics. I have to confess, 
though, that I don’t see much Europeanism 
in the end, only a fi lm industry that has been 
somehow strengthened.

The European film industry seems to 
“copycat” the American success story in be-
coming more commercial and mass-market 
oriented. In Germany the Lola—the local ver-
sion of the Oscars—has just been bestowed on 
local fi lm actors and producers. Deplorably, 
the Lola-show looked like a funny mini-ver-
sion of what happens in Los Angeles. The fact 
that different countries are attempting to host 
the future “European Hollywood” is good 
for politicians only.

I fi nd that the most important reason for 
the improvement of the European fi lm land-
scape has little to do with European policy, it 
is mostly market-driven. Mainly, it is a side 
effect of the withering away of the real and 
mythical power of Hollywood. Europeans 
profi t from this process, just like other pro-
ducers in other parts of the world. Nowadays, 
Hollywood has become a sort of competence 
centre for fi lm production, while the fi nanc-
ing comes often from abroad and much of the 
actual production is done elsewhere.

The European commercial TV industry 
plays an important role in this new scenario. 
Whereas it was non-existent 20 years ago 
(with the possible exception of the UK), and 
therefore relied on US imports, it later moved 
toward a locally produced material capable of 
guaranteeing higher ratings. Whenever a lo-
cal tv-series with local actors competes with 
American material, the latter will loose out. 
After quite a learning process, the quality of 
the material is of the same standard as Ameri-
can products. In prime time American fi lms 
are still strong, but most series are locally pro-

duced. Also, new “Eurotrash” like Big Brother 
demonstrates that European program makers 
have reached a world level. I anticipate that 
future formats will be generated in Europe 
and American products will go further down. 
To sum up, the TV as well as the cinema in-
dustries have very much adopted American 
standards and therefore are on the way to 
substitute American productions.

In 1992 you wrote a clear-sighted article entitled 
“The Global Village Stays Local.” Does the concept 
still apply over ten years later?

Yes, the worldwide tendency is a combination 
of globalisation with localisation that ends up 
in glocalisation. For example, American global 
programs like MTV and CNN were fi rst of-
fered unadulterated on the European market, 
but were later modified for Europe. They 
reacted against a rising national competition 
by localising their product. MTV competes 
now with the successful VIVA in German 
on the German market, while CNN offers 
German language windows in its European 
program to fi ght off the local competitors like 
ntv and N24. 

These glocalised programs represent the 
format of the future. Europe as a theme and 
concern does not have much presence in them; 
they rather focus on other spaces and different 
cultures from around the world. The fact that 
Europe is quickly becoming more multicultur-
al plays a role here. Ultimately, what is shown 
in German/European cinemas and television 
is defi nitely more glocal than in the US. I feel 
that some of the European metropoles today 
are more multicultural than those in the US. 
In such a perspective Europe as an idea or as 
a place that requires emotional involvement 
might not be so important at all.  We seem to 
rather follow the general glocalised trend, just 
like the rest of the world.

This discussion took place in a series of e-mail 
exchanges I entertained with Hans J. Klein-
steuber. These are entirely his ideas and his 
own words.
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free market economy.
But a counter-move took place. A large 

alliance of actors, marginalised by the 
aforementioned moguls, and mainly from 
the electronics and telecommunications 
industries, developed with the support of 
national public broadcasters a competitive 
set-top-box-technology for digital TV that 
incorporates an open, non-discriminatory 
architecture. This means that anybody who 
offers content may do this at equal terms and 
every user fi nds access on an equal basis. It’s 
just like the old AM-FM radio receiver. It is 
called Multimedia Home Platform (MHP); it 
converges broadcasting as well as Internet 
services and has been accepted as a European 
standard by the EU. The fi rst country to have 
introduced it is Finland. For obvious reasons 
established actors like Murdoch boycott its 
implementation. 

To sum up, a lot of talking is being done 
about the European New Media, Informa-
tion Society, E-society, E-government and 
Cyberdemocracy in the name of a European 
cause. In reality a clear line has never been 
drawn, compromise decisions and frequent 
policy changes have been common, not 
to mention that commercial interests also 
count in Brussels. 

How do you perceive the role of cinema in the new 
European landscape and media mindset? Do you 
think cinema retains its specifi city and a special 
role in the “new” Europe?

Cinema offers a complex story. The industry 
was very strong in France in its childhood or 
in Germany in the 1920s. But already after 
WWI American productions became promi-
nent in Europe, while a self-destructed Europe 
became an easy pray for the Hollywood 
Majors after WWII. What is Hollywood, 
anyway? In some respects, some of the 
best elements of Hollywood had migrated 
from Europe, and were thus contributing 
to the worldliness and intercultural quality 
of the fi lms. 

At the same time the Hollywood produc-
ers used their market power and drove the 

much smaller European counterparts to the 
edge. Confronted with shrinking audiences, 
many fi lm producers lost contact with mass 
audiences and proposed personalised fi lms 
(the “author fi lms”) of high cinematic quality, 
at times esoteric elements, and low appeal to 
the average viewer.

One factor that kept the European film 
producers alive was public service television. 
The contribution of these public (but not state) 
broadcasters (like BBC, ARD, etc.) for the sur-
vival of the European fi lm industry cannot be 
overstated. In France they had and still have 
to follow a domestic production quota, in Ger-
many they are legally bound to support the 
local fi lmmakers with heavy budgets. In this 
way money is directed into the fi lm industry. 
This money comes from the viewer himself by 
having him pay a monthly TV fee: European 
public broadcasting has been built on this 
principle. But this was not enough.

During those years, beginning in the 1960s, 
when the doom of the European fi lm began, 
many countries decided to subsidise their 
national filmmakers, most notably France 
that extended its quotas for films even to 
movie theatres and commercial TV-programs. 
In Germany we have a complex system 
of film support, based on the Federal 
State, the individual (Länder) States and the 
public TV-system. 

A European fi lm policy directly linked to 
the “Television without Frontiers” initiative 
was introduced in 1989 with MEDIA and 
EURIMAGES. Since then the fi lmmakers can 
count on both European money and national 
subsidies. Let us not forget that the EU media 
policy at that time was supporting the spread-
ing of commercial TV in Europe. The many 
new TV channels that sprung up needed fi lm 
material urgently . Most of it was bought from 
the US, and it came handy because—unlike in 
Europe—it was already suitable to the emerg-
ing commercial markets. Consequently, after 
1989 American fi lms and soaps fl ooded the 
European TV-market and an active fi lm policy 
was seen as a counter-weapon. 

The new European film policy had some 
effect. Co-operation among film producers 
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by media products. Therefore it is of utmost 
importance to develop the language compe-
tencies of Europeans,  as is done e. g. by the 
student exchange program ERASMUS.

In talking about media could you distinguish 
among them and talk about or whether a different 
weight is placed upon the new media (Internet, 
digital technology, direct TV, satellites, etc.)? And 
why? 

The European national governments and the 
EU have always loved the new media but 
never understood them. In the 1980s the idea 
was that European satellite TV would eas-
ily cross over borders and creates a common 
audio-visual space. That was at the basis of 
the “Television without Frontiers” policy. Of 
course, this could never happen. A few pan-
European TV channels popped up and quickly 
disappeared. As of today nearly all public or/
and commercial channels either work inside 
a state or—very important—in a language 
space. Most notable are the large language 
spaces; I am speaking of English reaching into 
Ireland, French into Belgium and Switzerland, 
and German into Austria and Switzerland. 
These spheres of domination are especially 
felt by the smaller countries, which complain 
about being endangered in their cultural au-
tonomy by their larger neighbours. 

A few examples of a common European 
television can be accounted for. Among the 
hundreds of TV channels available in Europe, 
two work differently: Euronews (established 
after the monopoly experience of CNN dur-
ing the Gulf War in 1991) and Eurosports 
(specialising in European sports champion-
ships). Both show no “talking heads” but only 
images and offer different language channels 
in English, French, German, Spanish or Dutch 
for different markets. Their reach is limited, 
though; Euronews even offers an Arab trans-
lation of its news program, which raises the 
question of its Europeaness. Also, Germany 
and France operate the bilingual public chan-
nel ARTE—with emphasis on culture—that 
some see as the beginning of a new type of 
European television. All these channels have 

very low ratings, though.
It has to be noted that a divide exists be-

tween the directive of “Television without 
Frontiers” and its mise en practice; this has 
two main reasons:

• No clear concept 
• Commercial lobbying inside the EU
The satellite system that revolutionised 

Europe was ASTRA; it was first launched 
in 1989, and was able to offer multi-channel 
TV. It is instructive to note that at the time 
the new satellite could not be introduced 
in the US because of regulatory restrictions, 
whereas Europe never built a regime of satel-
lite regulation. Today ASTRA (and Eutelsat 
in Southern Europe) offer the transmitter 
technology (transponders) for virtually thou-
sands of TV programs, mostly digital, and 
many of which are not used. Direct satellite 
broadcasting is definitely more important 
in Europe than in the US, but it practically 
operates in an unregulated environment—so 
ironic when thinking of what goes by as an 
“overregulated” Europe!

Digital pay-TV was introduced in Europe 
in 1996 and digital bouquets (or program 
packages) quickly became the best seller in 
some European countries. The most success-
ful actors are Murdoch’s BskyB in Britain and 
Canal Plus in France. The Première service in 
Germany was formally controlled by media 
mogul Kirch. He had to operate on an already 
existing multi-channel market, overdid it and 
went bankrupt over pay-TV. The American in-
vestor Saban wanted to take over much of his 
empire, but moved out of the deal last month, 
and the Kirch Group is still in bankruptcy.  

Digital Pay-TV is poisonous to Europe. It 
divides the continent in national distribution 
spaces, demarcated by technology (set-top-
boxes) and copyright (granted only to one 
country). As a consequence, one cannot le-
gally watch BskyB in Germany or Première 
in France. The leading commercial actors 
behind pay-TV have thus segmented and 
compartmentalised Europe. Unfortunately, 
the EU has mostly ignored these facts, 
since direct interventions might have 
collided with the neoliberal principles of a 
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During the 1980s for the fi rst time the EU devel-
oped a policy of  “Television without Frontiers,” 
which was transformed into an EU-directive in 
1989. It has since become the basis of the European 
Television and Film policy. Do you see any changes 
in the way this directive has been implemented and 
has been operational?

The directive has been successfully introduced 
into national law and national institutions are 
required to execute it, since a EU directive 
overrides existing national legislation It has 
undergone some changes since 1989. It is pres-
ently under further consideration for a general 
update. One major issue to be addressed will 
be the lift of restrictions on TV advertise-
ment, which the European Commission (EC) 
proposes and the European Parliament (EP) 
instead opposes.

Which meaning would you assign to the “new” 
pan-Europeanism, in economic, legal and cultural 
terms? Where would you see its strength?

From a European perspective Pan-Euro-
peanism is a rarely used term. We live in a 
continent with a European core and a very 
unclear periphery. Is the territory along Rus-
sia up to Japan part of Europe? How about 
Turkey? When talking of Europe, do we refer 
to the Europe of the EU, that of the Council 
of Europe, or the Organisation for Security 
and Co-operation in Europe (which has 55 
member states and stretches up to the Chi-
nese border)? We live in a territory of many 
and distinct cultures, nations, histories and 
states. They are only loosely bound together 
by vicinity, and a tradition of exchange and 
co-operation that results in a vague feeling 
of being European. For a common future we 

should put aside the many disastrous confl icts 
and wars of the past. All the institutions I have 
mentioned work toward this goal.

In a historical perspective, Europe might be 
defi ned as a space that has shared a common 
experience. Unfortunately, political division 
generated by aggressive national states was 
the rule; this was however counteracted by 
continuous economic and cultural exchanges. 
The uniqueness of Europe lies in having been 
a space of very intensive communication, long 
before it became a political entity.

What do you feel are the major drawbacks for the 
creation of a successful European landscape?

The drawbacks are obvious. In the past the 
most dangerous factors were mistrust and 
images of deadly enemies across the borders. 
With the exception of the Balkans, those 
imaginings have mostly withered away. What 
keeps Europeans apart today is language. 
The present EU counts 11 offi cial languages, 
and in the future there will be 19. The lingua 
franca of Europe is English, but even more 
Europeans speak German as their mother 
tongue, and if one includes the East, Russian 
is the most spoken language. Languages di-
vide European countries and destabilise them 
(as in the case of Belgium), and they separate 
Europeans from each other. An example from 
my country: rarely any German speaks Polish 
or Czech, the languages of their immediate 
Eastern neighbours. 

In addition, cultural differences and his-
torical sensitivities are still present. The 
traditional media (Internet is a different 
story) are mostly bound to one language and 
strengthen the fragmentation. The bridging 
of borders is mainly realised by people, not 
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